A new mesh-to-mesh data transfer operator for unstructured multigrid methods is presented. The new algorithm integrates piecewise continuous (reconstructed) data de ned on a source mesh over the control volumes of a target mesh. Analysis in one dimensions and numerical experiments in two dimensions demonstrate that this approach signi cantly reduces data transfer errors when compared to interpolation or agglomeration transfer algorithms, especially when transfering low-frequency data from coarse to ne meshes. It was expected that improved data transfer would translate into improved multigrid convergence rates. For Laplace's equation in one dimension, improvement of 10{15% was seen, while in two dimensions, improvement was about 2%. For the Euler equations in two dimensions, improvement in convergence rate was essentially zero. Possible reasons for this poor performance include insu cient coarse mesh convergence, the presence of high-frequency error modes, and subtle di erences in the implementation of multigrid schemes with di erent data transfer operators. All present indications are that improving meshto-mesh data transfer does not have nearly as signi cant an e ect on convergence rate as modest improvements in smoothing techniques on a single mesh. expected to be a more fruitful one for future research.
Introduction
Multigrid has become a standard tool for solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured meshes because multigrid schemes o er rapid convergence rates without the computational and programming overhead of implicit schemes. While convergence rates for these schemes are already good 9, 3, 4, 5, 15] , improvement is needed to match the convergence rates of multigrid schemes on structured meshes.
Two factors a ect multigrid convergence rate: the ability to smooth high-frequency errors e ectively on a single mesh and the ability to transfer data between meshes with a minimum of error. Most recent work on unstructured multigrid schemes has focused on improving smoothing. A number of techniques have been successfully employed to improve single mesh convergence: local time stepping with optimal multistage time-stepping schemes 14]; local preconditioning, both physically-based 13] and block Jacobi 1, 10]; bulk viscosity damping 7] ; and advanced boundary conditions, including soft walls 6]. All of these techniques are appropriate for use with unstructured meshes.
The current work examines the problem of ac-curate mesh-to-mesh data transfer. Accuracy in data transfer may be assessed by comparing the result of a data transfer to the expected data on the target mesh for some known function. There are two components to accuracy that concern us here. First, the error in data transfer should have a small magnitude and should converge to zero in the limit of low frequency data. Second, the error should have good frequency properties. In particular, large low-frequency error in transfering data from coarse to ne meshes is undesirable because low-frequency errors are damped poorly on ne meshes. Section 2 will describe several transfer operators for unstructured mesh calculations and discuss issues related to e cient implementation of these operators. Section 3 will discuss the accuracy of data transfer in one and two dimensions using the operators described in Section 2. In Section 4, the e ect of choice of transfer operators on multigrid convergence rate will be shown using several example problems, followed by discussion of anomolously small di erences between these rates for di erent operators.
2 Mesh-to-Mesh Transfer Operators
The transfer of data from one mesh to another requires, for each target mesh control volume, knowledge of the source mesh control volumes which contribute data to it and the weight to use for that data. This information is easy to obtain for structured meshes, where mesh connectivity and geometry are regular. However, for unstructured meshes, more computation is required to set up data transfer operators because mesh connectivity and geometry are known only locally. Typically, one must nd the source mesh cell containing a target mesh vertex or the source mesh control volumes overlapping a target mesh control volume. These operations are the same whether the data transfer is from a ne mesh to a coarse mesh or vice versa, blurring the distinction between restriction and prolongation, at least from the point of view of pre-processing meshes to perform these operations.
The remainder of this section will brie y discuss three classes of mesh transfer operators.
1. Interpolation operators obtain target mesh data by interpolating source mesh data.
2. Distribution operators spread source mesh data among nearby target mesh vertices.
3. Integration operators integrate source mesh data over target mesh control volumes to obtain target mesh data.
The section will conclude with a discussion of some of the algorithmic issues involved in ecient pre-processing to set up these transfer operators for arbitrary pairs of meshes.
Interpolation Operators
Interpolation operators transfer data from the source mesh to the target mesh by computing, for each target mesh vertex, an interpolated value of the function on the source mesh. The interpolant is constructed by treating the data on the source mesh as pointwise data at the vertices. Interpolating data using polynomials of degree k?1 guarantees k th -order accuracy of the data on the target mesh but is not conservative. This ap-
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Source Mesh Triangle proach has been applied to data on unstructured meshes by several researchers 9, 3, 4, 5, 15] . Injection is a particular interpolation operator, using zero-order interpolants. On unstructured meshes, linear interpolation requires nding the simplex of the source mesh which surrounds a target mesh vertex, as shown in Figure 1 . The interpolation weights are then the barycentric coordinates of the target mesh vertex within the source mesh simplex.
Distribution Operators
Distribution operators partition source mesh vertex data and distribute is to nearby target mesh vertices. Such operators have found practical use for transfering residual data 9], because they are conservative. Distribution techniques are more suitable for transfering data from ne to coarse meshes than the reverse. Transfers from coarse to ne meshes using this approach are likely to leave some ne mesh vertices without transfered data; therefore, coarse-to-ne distribution operators will not be discussed here. On unstructured meshes, linear distribution requires knowledge of the coarse mesh simplex into which a ne mesh vertex falls ( Figure 2 ). Data is distributed using the barycentric coordinates of the ne mesh vertex within the coarse mesh simplex.
Integration Operators
Integration operators, which are conservative, determine target mesh data by integrating the source mesh data over the target mesh control volume. The canonical integration transfer operator is full weighting, which is the usual approach to data restriction on structured meshes, where the process is trivial because the control volumes nest perfectly. Likewise, for agglomeration multigrid on unstructured meshes 5, 15], the ne mesh control volumes nest within the coarse mesh control volumes and full weighting is straightforward.
When the control volumes of the unstructured meshes do not nest, the solution must be reconstructed 2, 11, 12] within each source mesh control volume and the region of overlap of each target mesh control volume with source mesh control volumes must be integrated to determine target mesh values. These overlapping regions are shown schematically for a pair of twodimensional triangular meshes using the median dual in Figure 3 . A single target mesh control volume is shown overlapping four source mesh control volumes. Using this framework, integration operators can be applied to both ne-tocoarse and coarse-to-ne data transfer. 
Implementation in Multiple Dimensions
The basic data structure used for e cient implementation of the mesh-to-mesh transfer operators of this section for pairs of unstructured meshes is the binary search tree. A brief description of how such trees are generated will be given; more details may be found in 8]. The binary tree makes it possible to nd, for example, the cell containing a vertex from an- For our purposes, the entities to be placed in the binary tree are cells (for interpolation and distribution operators) or vertex-centered control volumes (for integration operators). In either case, each D-dimensional entity is represented by a 2D-dimensional point consisting of its minimum and maximum Cartesian coordinates; these 2D-dimensional points are organized in a binary search tree.
If a point lies within a cell or control volume, it must lie within the bounding box of the cell or control volume. The tree may be queried to nd all bounding boxes which contain a point by searching down through the tree, eliminating from consideration all subtrees which do not contain the vertex. The resulting list of overlapping bounding boxes will have a length of O (1); determining which entity actually contains the vertex is straightforward. Searching for vertex membership is su cient to set up data transfer by interpolation and distribution.
Pre-processing for data transfer by integration requires nding the extent and centroid of the the overlap of a given control volume with control volumes from another mesh. Again, the binary tree is searched, discarding without examination all subtrees which do not overlap the bounding box of the given CV. Once a list (length again O (1)) of overlapping CV's is available, determining the actual regions of overlap is a straightforward though tedious exercise in geometry. Once the regions are de ned, the size and centroid of each is found by integration.
In each case, the time for each search is O (log 2 N). Once the tree has been set up, the time for all required searching and subsequent determination of cell membership or control
where M is the number of target mesh entities.
In practice, this is done by dividing each control volume into triangles connecting a vertex, an edge midside, and a cell centroid; the overlap of pairs of such triangles from di erent meshes is not outrageously di cult. As usual with unstructured meshes, this geometric exercise is signi cantly more di cult in three dimensions than in two dimensions. Cell-nested mesh.
Vertex-nested mesh. Table 1 gives the stencils for both types of nesting and for each restriction and prolongation operator discussed above. The error in transfering data from the ne to the coarse mesh is shown for each operator in Figure 5 . In each case, the ne mesh contains 32 cells and the From the results for these two nesting cases, we expect that the error for restriction by distribution will always be the largest among these three The error in transfering data from the coarse to the ne mesh is shown for each operator in Figure 6 . For both meshes, prolongation by injection gives a very large high-frequency error, along with low-frequency error comparable to that induced by interpolation. Linear interpolation introduces signi cant low-frequency error in each case, as well as substantial high-frequency error for vertex-nested meshes. For both meshes, integration gives very small low-frequency error and small high-frequency error. Since the design goal for coarse-to-ne mesh data transfer is to minimize low-frequency error, integration is clearly superior.
Two dimensions
In two dimensions, analytic description of meshto-mesh transfer operators is not possible. As in one dimension, we will examine the error in transfering sinusoidal data between meshes. The meshes used for these test cases are nonnested, isotropic triangular meshes on the domain ?1 : 1] ?1 : 1] . The coarse mesh has 1701 vertices and the ne mesh, 6856 vertices. Control volumes are de ned around each vertex using the median dual of the triangular mesh. Interpolation, injection, and integration operators will be compared; injection is performed by integrating a piecewise constant reconstruction of the source mesh function. The generic function to be transfered from mesh to mesh is f n;m (x; y) = sin(n x) sin(m y) ( is only second-order accurate. As a result, some noise is inevitably introduced into the frequency spectrum.
Three test cases were used to investigate the behavior of transfer operators experimentally. These three cases correspond to low-low frequency (n = m = 2), low-high frequency (n = 2; m = 10) and high-high frequency (n = m = 10) sinusoids from Equation 5. The behavior of interpolation, injection, and integration operators for function restriction and prolongation were investigated. The results reported are peak error and noise. Peak error is the error mode cor- Noise is the RMS value of the other modes, including sin () cos (), cos () sin (), and cos () cos () modes in addition to the sin () sin () modes. Table 2 shows results for restriction. In each case, both the peak error and the noise are smallest for integration transfer, indicating that integration provides the best delity in transferring data from ne to coarse meshes. For all frequency combinations, the interpolation operator has a smaller magnitude of peak error; however, except for the high-high frequency case, the interpolation operator has a larger noise, indicating more spread of information to other frequency modes. Table 3 shows analogous results for prolongation of data from the coarse mesh to the ne mesh. Again, the integration operator consistently gives the lowest peak error. This is particularly dramatic for the low-low frequency case, where integration out-performs interpolation by a factor of 33 and injection by a factor of 26. For data with a high-frequency component, the integration scheme still gives the lowest peak error, though by a much smaller fraction. Further, the noise for the integration transfer rises to about 25% more than that for integration in the highhigh frequency case.
Multigrid Results
The one-dimensional Laplace equation will be used as a test problem to compare the e ect on multigrid convergence of various mesh-to-mesh transfer algorithms. Laplace's equation is solved on x ?1; 1] with periodic boundary conditions u xx = 0 u(?1) = u(1) u x (?1) = u x (1) (7) and the initial condition u(x) = ?1 + 2 jxj (8) The solution of the problem is trivial; the item of interest is the rate of convergence. A full approximation scheme (FAS) multigrid algorithm is used; this requires that solution and residual both be transfered from ne mesh to coarse mesh and solution updates from coarse to ne. Three combinations of transfer operators will be considered:
1. Fine-to-coarse solution transfer by linear interpolation, ne-to-coarse residual transfer by linear distribution, and coarse-to-ne solution update by linear interpolation. This approach has been used successfully by the author 9].
2. Fine-to-coarse transfer of both solution and residual by full weighting (integration) and coarse-to-ne update by injection. This is analogous to the approach used in agglomeration multigrid 5, 15].
3. All transfers done using integration operators. Cell-nested mesh. Three meshes are used in a multigrid V-cycle with one pre-and one post-smoothing pass; the nest mesh has 32 cells. Figure 7 shows convergence histories for this problem, using solution error instead of residual because the exact solution is known. The convergence results are not heavily dependent on the mesh nesting. Regardless of the interpolation operators used, the convergence rate is very good, reaching doubleprecision machine zero within no more than 30 V-cycles. This rapid convergence is expected for multigrid on elliptic problems. Use of linear interpolation and distribution operators is consistently the slowest-converging method, and the use of integration operators improves convergence rate. Use of integration operators throughout gives the fastest convergence rate, about 17% faster than interpolation/distribution and 10% faster than full weighting/injection.
A similar experiment was carried out in two dimensions. A series of isotropic unstructured triangular meshes was generated, with the nest mesh having 1701 vertices. Laplace's equation was solved with zero ux boundary conditions. Initial data was a superposition of low and high frequency modes; the mean over the domain of the initial data was zero. Mesh-to-mesh data transfer was done using interpolation and distribution on the one hand, and integration on the other. The convergence history for multigrid W cycles with two pre-and two post-smoothing passes is shown in Figure 8 . Convergence is slightly faster for the integration case, but not signi cantly; the asymptotic rate is only about 2% faster. Even this small advantage vanishes when V cycles are used (see Figure 9 ) because convergence on the coarse meshes within each multigrid cycle is not good enough. Although not shown here, numerical experiments using the Euler equations show similar trends. That is, the improvement in convergence rate using integration transfer operators is small or non-existent. There are several posssible explanations for this behavior. Inadequate convergence on coarse meshes. For Laplace's equation, V-cycle multigrid showed no improvement in convergence rate with improved mesh-to-mesh transfer due to insu cient coarse mesh convergence. This e ect is undoubtedly present for the Euler equations as well, in turn suggesting that e ort on improving error smoothing techniques is well-spent.
Presence of high-frequency error modes. While high-frequency modes are expected to damp out quickly for elliptic problems, this may not be the case for the Euler equations. The integration transfer operator loses its accuracy advantage over interpolation in for high-frequency modes, so the presence of such modes would reduce the bene t of the new approach.
Subtle di erences in implementation of multigrid schemes with di erent data transfer operators. While the correctness of the transfer operators has been su ciently validated, there remains the possibility that a slightly di erent implementation of the multigrid scheme is required to take advantage of better transfer of low frequency modes. While conceivable, this is not considered likely.
Conclusions
A new family of mesh-to-mesh data transfer operators was introduced. These operators reconstruct the solution in each source mesh control volume and integrate that reconstruction in the overlap region for source and target mesh control volumes. Information on e cient implementation of these operators was given. Analysis in one dimension shows that the integration operators transfer data from ne to coarse meshes with error comparable to that for interpolation methods. Data transfer from coarse to ne meshes is clearly superior with integration operators, giving much less lowfrequency error and less high-frequency error than injection and interpolation operators. This trend carries over to two-dimensional unstructured triangular meshes. Again the integration operator is more accurate than interpolation or injection, especially for low-frequency modes.
It was expected that improved data transfer would translate into improved multigrid convergence rates. For Laplace's equation in one dimension, improvement of 10{15% was seen, while in two dimensions, improvement was about 2%. For the Euler equations in two dimensions, improvement in convergence rate was essentially zero. Possible reasons for this poor performance include insu cient coarse mesh convergence, the presence of high-frequency error modes, and subtle di erences in the implementation of multigrid schemes with di erent data transfer operators. All present indications are that improving meshto-mesh data transfer does not have nearly as signi cant an e ect on convergence rate as modest improvements in smoothing techniques on a single mesh. Even given the advanced state-ofthe-art in smoothing techniques, that arena is expected to be a more fruitful one for future research.
